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SOME PARTICULAR ENTRIES
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(Communicated by Jeffry N. Kahn)

Abstract. Macdonald has defined a two-parameter refinement of the Kostka

matrix, denoted KÀyt,(q, t). The entries are rational functions of q and t,

but he has conjectured that they are in fact polynomials with nonnegative in-

teger coefficients. We prove two results that support this conjecture. First, we

prove that if ß is a partition with at most two columns (or at most two rows),

then Kxn(q,t) is indeed a polynomial. Second, we provide a combinatorial

interpretation of Kx^(q, t) for the case in which p is a hook. This interpre-

tation proves in this case that not only are the entries polynomials, but also that

their coefficients are nonnegative integers.

Introduction

Macdonald has defined a basis Px(q, t) of the ring of symmetric functions

depending on two parameters q and t [M2]. Numerous important families

of symmetric functions are limiting or special cases of the Px(q, t) 's, includ-
ing Schur functions, zonal polynomials, Jack polynomials, and Hall-Littlewood
symmetric functions. Although these new symmetric functions possess many

properties similar to those of the more familiar special cases, these properties

tend to be much harder to prove, owing to the lack of (quoting [M2]) "any sort

of usable 'closed formula' " for P¿(q, t).

The coefficients of the Px(q, t) 's are (complicated) rational functions of q
and /. Macdonald has also introduced certain renormalizations of the P¿ 's,

denoted J\(q, t), that he conjectures to have polynomial coefficients (i.e., coef-

ficients in Z[q, t] ). Moreover, there is a transition matrix, denoted K\t(l(q, t),

between the Jß 's and another basis Sx that generalizes in a natural way the

Kostka matrix Kx yM . The entries of this two-parameter matrix are conjectured

by Macdonald to be polynomials with nonnegative integer coefficients. Neither

the fact that the entries are polynomials, nor that their coefficients are non-

negative has been proved in general. Recently, Garsia and Haiman [GH] have

constructed a family of finite-dimensional bigraded Sn -modules Rß which they

conjecture to have the property that for each partition X, the Poincaré series of

multiplicities for the isotypic component of type X in Rß is Kx<fl(q, t). They
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have also announced (in [GH]) a proof of this evidently stronger conjecture for

the case in which p has two rows or when p is a hook.

The purpose of this paper is to give short, elementary proofs of the following:

(1) An explicit formula for Kx^(q, t) for partitions p with at most two

columns or, equivalently (by duality), at most two rows.

(2) A combinatorial interpretation of Kx:/l(q, t) for the case in which p

is a hook.

The formula in ( 1 ) is expressed in terms of the Kostka-Foulkes polynomials

Kx,„(0 . It shows, in particular, that Kxtfl(q, t) is indeed a polynomial for the
cases cited, but it does not show that the coefficients are nonnegative. On the

other hand, the combinatorial interpretation in (2) does explicitly demonstrate
the nonnegativity of the coefficients and thus proves Macdonald's conjecture for

the cases it covers. Further special cases (for example, the case in which X is

a hook) and other supporting evidence for the conjecture can be found in [M2,

§6].
We will assume familiarity with the notation of [Ml, M2]. This includes,

for example, the definitions of the previously mentioned symmetric functions

Px(q, t) and Jx(q, t), the Schur functions Sx, the modified Schur functions

Sx, the Hall-Littlewood functions Qx(t), and the associated Kostka-Foulkes

polynomials Kx<v(t).

1. The case of two columns

For integers n > 0 and indeterminates a and t, define

(a;t)„ = (l-a)(l-at)--(l-at"-x).

Let [£]  = (f ; t~x)k/(tk ; rx)k denote the Gaussian polynomial.

Theorem 1.1. We have

5 = 0

Proof. By definition, KxtM(q,t) is the transition matrix between the symmetric

functions Jß(q, t) and Sx ; i.e.,

(1.1) /*(«,*) = £**.,.(«, OSi-
x

Let us similarly define axtfl(q, t) to be the transition matrix between Jß(q, t)

and the Hall-Littlewood functions Qx(t), so that

(1.2) Jß(q,t) = ^ax,ß(q,t)Qx(t).
x

Recall that the transition matrix between the JM 's and the monomial symmet-

ric functions is (by definition) lower triangular with respect to the dominance

order, and the same is known to be true for the Hall-Littlewood functions Qx .

Therefore, ax </t must be upper triangular; i.e., axt/i = 0 unless X < p in
dominance order.

Let us note that the Kostka-Foulkes matrix Kx ß(t) [Ml, III] can be defined

by

(1.3) Qll(t) = Y,Kx,tl(t)Sx.
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Since JM(0,t) = Qß(t) [M2, (6.4)], one knows that Kktll(i) = Kktll(0,t).
Combining ( 1.1)—(1.3), we obtain

(1-4) Kx,ß(q,t) = ^Kx,At)av,ft(q,t).
V

For nonnegative integers r, s < n/2, let us define

AS,r(q,   t)  =a2sXn-2s,2rXn-2r(q,   t).

This is a slight abuse of notation, since As r also depends on n. In view

of (1.4), it suffices to prove that

(1.5) AsAQ,t) = qr-s(tn-rq;rx)s[rs]t.

For this, let ea,t denote the specialization homomorphism defined on the

ring of symmetric functions by setting eaJ(pr) = (1 - ar)/(l - f). By a result
of Macdonald [M2, (5.3)], one knows that

(1.6) eaJJtl(q,t)=   n  (t'-'-qJ-'a),
(ij)ei

where the product ranges over all cells of the Young diagram of X (i.e., 1 <

j < X, ). In the special case p = 2rl"~2r, this becomes

n-r r

&a,tJß(q, t) = Y[(til - a) Y[(fx - qa).
1=1 i=X

Similarly, since Qx(t) = Jx(0, t), it follows that

n—r

^a,tQp{t) = t^X{(ti-l-d),
i=X

again under the assumption that p = 2rln~2r.

Thus, by (1.2), we have

n—r r r n—s

Y[(t-X -a)H(t'-x -qa) = YJ^,M, t)t® U^'1 - a)
i=X 1=1 5=0 1=1

or, equivalently,

f[(t'x - qa) = ¿ As,r(q, t)t® lÍ(t"-r+i-x - a).
1=1 5=0 ;=1

In this form, it is clear that ASjT is a transition matrix between two bases of

the polynomial ring F[a], where F = Q(^, t). In particular, these constraints

uniquely determine As t r, so it suffices to prove that

r r r—s

Y[(t'x - qa) = YJVr~S(t"~r<¡ i t~1)* I"}   • Í® n^""^'"' - fl)
1=1 5=0 S    ' 1=1
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or, equivalently,

(1.7) br(llb;t)r = Y^zs(l/z;t)s-br-s(zlb;t)r-s\r]   ,

5=0

where b = aq and z = t"~rq .

In terms of the formal power series B(a, t; y) = 5Zr>0(#; t)ryr/(t; t)r, we

see that (1.7) can be rewritten in the form

5(1/6, f, by) = B(l/z, t; zy)-B(z/b, t; by).

However, by the ^-binomial theorem (e.g., [A, (2.2.1)]), one knows that

Ría   t- v\ - (ay ; *)°°

so (1.7) amounts to the assertion that

(y ; Ooo      (y ; Ooo   (zy ; t)
D

(by ; Ooo     (zy ; 0«,   (by ; *)«> '

Using the fact that Kxifl(q, t) = Kx' >ß>(t, q) [M2, §6], one may deduce from

this a similar formula for Kx>ß(q, t) for partitions p with at most two parts.

Corollary 1.2. We have

Kx,(n-r,r)(q, t) = ¿ i'"^""'* ; q~x)s [H   Kk,t2n.MQ).
5 = 0 ¥

Remark 1.3. Since Kxifl(t) is lower triangular and ax<ft(q, t) is upper trian-
gular, it follows that (1.4) is the LU factorization of the (q, i)-Kostka matrix;
it is unique up to diagonal transformations. Furthermore, since Kx^(t) is in-

vertible over Z[t] (it has a unit diagonal), it follows that Kxtfl(q, t) e Z[q, t]

if and only if av tfl(q, t) e Z[q, t] for all v < p.

Remark 1.4. Let h^q, t) denote the coefficient of the monomial symmetric

function mß in Jß(q, t) (i.e., the "leading term" of Jß). Since Qß(t) =

Jß(0, t), it follows that hß(0, t) is the coefficient of mß in Qß(t), and hence,

aß,ß(q, t) = hß(q, t)/hß(0, t). Using Macdonald's formula for hß(q, t) [M2,
(6.1)], it follows that

aß,ß(q,t)=       J]      (l-qa^tl^+x),

xep : a(x)¿0

where a(x) and l(x) denote the arm length and leg length of the hook of p

indexed by x.

Remark 1.5. By (1.2) and (1.5), we obtain the formula

/»,-»(«, i) = Y^qT-s(tn-rq; rl)s H o*,-*(0-
L¿ il

5=0

By means of duality [M2, (3.5)], one can also use this to give a formula for

J(n-r,r)(q> 0 • It is not identical to the one given by Jing and Józefiak [JJ],

since theirs is expressed in terms of a different basis.
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2. The hook case

Assume that A is a partition of n , and let 7Fl denote the set of standard

Young tableaux of shape X. For any T e 7FX , let D(T) denote the correspond-
ing descent set; i.e., the subset of {1,...,«- 1} with i e D(T) if and only if

/ appears in a row strictly higher than /' + 1 in T (cf. Example 2.2). For each

r > 0 and T e 7?1, we define

ar(T)=        £        k,        ßr(T)= Yl        n~k-
X<k<r,k€D(T) r<k<n, k<j>D(T)

Theorem 2.1. We have

Kx>rXl,-r(q,t)= EfMTi^m

Example 2.2. Take A = 221, n = 5, r = 3 . The standard tableaux of shape
221 are

12 12 13 13 14
34,         35,         24, 25,         2   5.
5                4                5 4                3

The corresponding descent sets are

{2,4},     {2,3},     {1,3,4}, {1,3}, {1,2,4},

so we obtain
*22i,3ii(0» 0 = q2t2 + q2t + q + qt + q3t2.

Proof. By [Ml, Example III.4.2], we have

l[(l+xi) = YlsAl,t,t2,...)Sx.
i>X X

Therefore, since Jx«(q, t) = Qx«(t) = (t; t)ne„ , it follows that

JXn(q,t) = (t;t)n Y/sX'(Ut,t2,...)Sx.

\X\=n

By duality we therefore have

Jn(q, t) = (q;q)„ ^2 Sx(l, q, q2, ...)SX.
\X\=n

Now let c¿„ denote the coefficient of Sx in SßSv . Since this is also the coeffi-

cient of svi in the skew Schur function Sx'/ß', it follows that

(2.1)
Jr-JXn-r = (q; q)r(t; t)n-r

x        Yl       sß(l,q,q2, ...)v(l, t, t2,...) Y,4"S*-
\ß\=r, \v\=n-r X

= (q;q)r(f,t)„-r     J]     sß(l, q, q2, ...)sx>/ß>(l, t, t2, ...)SX.

\p\=r, \X\=n

It is well known (e.g., [Ml, Example 1.4.15]) that
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and this easily generalizes to skew shapes; i.e.,

(2.2) sxlß(l,q,q2,. ~) = JjT^   £   «*OT.

where 5 = |A| - \p\.
For any T e SF1!11, let T denote the tableau obtained by transposing rows

and columns and let T* denote the tableau obtained by rotating T by 180°

and then substituting i t-> s + 1 — i. Also let (X/p)* denote the skew shape

obtained by rotating X/p by 180°. Since i e D(T) if and only if s-ieD(T*),
it follows that as(T*) = ßx(T'). Furthermore, since Sx/ß = S(x/ß)* > it follows

that (2.2) implies

v t<*7T) _ Y] tß,{T">.
TC.&Í.IH TCP-1!*

Thus, by (2.1), we have

Jr.Jv=       £       qO'Cr,)        £        tßm)Sx

\ß\=r, Tte^f \X\=n , T2€F»-/i>

(2.3) =    J2    qar{T)tßr+l{T)Sx-

\x\=n, rea"

On the other hand, we claim that

1 - f 1 - qr

(2-4) Jr • J\s =   j _qrtsJ(r+X, 1-') +  1  _ qrfs J("- X*Y

To prove this, note that by [M2, (4.8)] one knows that the /¿-expansion of

Jr • Jß only involves those partitions X such that X/p is a horizontal r-strip.

Hence, there exist scalars cx, c2e Q(q, t) such that

Jr • Jxs = CxJ(r+\ ,l*-l) + C2J(r,Xs).

These scalars can be computed directly from [M2, (5.12)], but it is even easier

to apply the specialization ea,t (cf. (1.6)), yielding

(1 -a) = cx(l -qra) + c2(ts -a)

after cancellation of common factors. By choosing a = ts and a = q~r, we

obtain Ci - (1 - ts)/(l - qrts) and c2 = (1 - qr)/(l - qrts), thus proving (2.4).

Finally, combining (2.3) and (2.4), we obtain

T€F*

As r ranges from 0 to « (with s = n - r), this yields a sequence of identi-

ties that uniquely determine all of the coefficients Aá,ri"-'((7, t). Therefore, it

suffices to show that

(2.5) (1 - qrtS)qa'(T)tß'^T) = (1 - ts)q^+dT)tßr+{(T) + (I  _ qr^qar(T)tßr(T)

for all re/1.
For this, observe that if r e D(T), then ar+x(T) = r + ar(T) and ßr+\(T) =

ßr(T); similarly, if r £ D(T), then we have ar+x(T) = ar(T) and ßr(T)
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= s + ßr+x(T). Hence, the verification of (2.5) reduces to the trivialities

(l-qrts) = qr(l-ts) + (l-qr),

(l-qrts) = (l-ts) + f(l-qr).    D
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